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1: Walter Wanger - Wikipedia
Jack Finney; of the film's producer, Walter Wanger; of its director, Don Siegel; and of its screenwriter, Daniel
Mainwaring. And he looks at the ways the studio (Allied Artists) tried to neutralize certain readings by tacking on an
explanatory frame story.

Additional Information In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: But I had never met him
before he contacted me in the fall of regarding my directing a film about Barbara Graham, the first woman
executed in California several years earlier. We met for lunch at the Brown Derby in Beverly Hills, then a
favorite restaurant and hangout for many film people. In contrast to some film producers I had worked with,
Walter was soft-spoken, quite articulate, and very much a gentleman. Although he had been out of university
for many years, he still retained the style and manner of the educated Easterner. But that style and manner did
not cover his passion for the Barbara Graham story. Walter believed Barbara was innocent, and he had had
some rough times with the press a few years before, so he was personally sensitive to the shoddy treatment
that Barbara had received from the news media. During lunch he spoke at great length and with great anger
about what Barbara had gone through during her trial, how unfair it was, and how she had been almost
prejudged by the press and TV people. At that luncheon Walter gave me a short, three-page synopsis of the
story. Even in those bare bones, I found the story horrifying and fascinating. But Walter had it, and knowing
that Susan would star definitely influenced my decision to direct the film. Enthusiastic as he was about the
material, Walter was deliberately handsoff during the actual production. This allowed me and my staff to go
about the business of putting the script onto film. Of course, Walter always viewed the dailies and always gave
his reaction and opinions, but he was not on the set regularly during shooting. Walter gave us the fullest
support all the way through the production. You have to sell it as well, you have to get the audience into the
theaters. In looking over his filmography, one comes to appreciate the great range of subject matter that his
films have encompassed: It conveys clearly his personality, the way he worked, and what he accomplished in
Hollywood. Walter Wanger, Hollywood Independent is an excellent addition to the list of biographies about
Hollywood producers who contributed so many fine pictures to our silver screen, but whose careers have been
forgotten with the passage of time. You are not currently authenticated. View freely available titles:
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2: Invasion of the Body Snatchers - Wikipedia
Walter Wanger (July 11, - November 18, ) was an American film producer active in filmmaking from the s to the turbulent
production of Cleopatra, his last film, in

In it was turned into an extremely successful film starring Rudolph Valentino. The film helped establish the
popularity of the Orientalist genre, which Wanger returned to a number of times during his career. He
travelled to Britain where he worked as a prominent cinema and theatre manager until While on a visit to
London, Jesse Lasky offered to appoint him as "general manager of production" on improved terms and
Wanger accepted. A rivalry developed between Wanger-influenced Astoria productions and those of B.
Schulberg who ran the Paramount productions in Hollywood. Wanger opposed this move and felt he was
being squeezed out of the company. Along with other big companies, Paramount initially resisted adopting
sound films and continued to exclusively make silent films. Wanger convinced his colleagues of the
importance of sound, and personally oversaw the conversion of a silent baseball film Warming Up to sound.
After being closed for a year, the Astoria Studios were re-opened in to make sound films, taking advantage of
their close proximity to Broadway where many actors were recruited to appear in early Talkies. As the effects
of the Great Depression hit the film industry in the early s, the Astoria Studios increasingly struggled to
produce box office hits, and in December it was closed down again. Wanger had been informed that his
contract would not be renewed, and he had already left the company. Unable to secure financing for films, he
joined Columbia Pictures in December In general his efforts were overshadowed by the more successful films
made by Frank Capra for Columbia. Later career Edit This article does not contain any citations or references.
Please improve this article by adding a reference. For information about how to add references, see Template:
He refused another honorary Oscar in for Joan of Arc, out of anger over the fact that the film, which he felt
was one of his best, had not been nominated for Best Picture. Hayward won her only Oscar for her role in the
film. Bettrani, "for your friendship and cooperation with the Italian government in all phases of the motion
picture industry. Wanger married silent film actress Justine Johnstone in They divorced in and in he married
Joan Bennett to whom he remained married until their divorce in In , Wanger shot and wounded Lang after
accusing him of having an affair with Bennett. The experience profoundly affected him, and in he made the
prison film Riot in Cell Block They met on the afternoon of December 13, , to talk over an upcoming
television show. Meanwhile, her husband Walter Wanger drove by at about 2: Half an hour later, he again saw
her car there and stopped to wait. Bennett and Lang drove into the parking lot a few hours later and he walked
her to her convertible. As she started the engine, turned on the headlights and prepared to drive away, Lang
leaned on the car, with both hands raised to his shoulders, and talked to her. In a fit of jealousy, Wanger
walked up and twice shot and wounded the unsuspecting agent. One bullet hit Jennings in the right thigh, near
the hip, and the other penetrated his groin. Bennett said she did not see Wanger at first. She said she suddenly
saw two livid flashes, then Lang slumped to the ground. As soon as she recognized who had fired the shots,
she told Wanger, "Get away and leave us alone. He was then taken to a hospital, where he recovered. Wanger
was booked and fingerprinted, and underwent lengthy questioning. He was booked on suspicion of assault
with intent to commit murder. Bennett denied a romance, however. Lang and myself are romantic or anything
but strictly business, he is wrong", she declared. She blamed the trouble on financial setbacks involving film
productions Wanger was involved with, and said he was on the verge of a nervous breakdown. The following
day Wanger, out on bond, returned to their Holmby Hills home, collected his belongings and moved. Bennett,
however, said there would not be a divorce. The following is extracted from the book On Sunset Boulevard ,
p. In , producer Walter Wanger discovered that his wife, Joan Bennett, was having an affair with the agent
Jennings Lang. Their encounters were brief and frequent. When Wanger found proof of the affair, he did what
any crazed cuckold would do: On December 14, Bennett issued a statement in which she said she hoped her
husband "will not be blamed too much" for wounding her agent. She read the prepared statement in the
bedroom of her home to a group of newspapermen while TV cameras recorded the scene. He then decided to
waive his rights to a jury and threw himself on the mercy of the court. Wanger served a four-month sentence
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in the County Honor Farm at Castaic, 39 miles north of Downtown Los Angeles, quickly returning to his
career to make a series of successful films.
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Walter Wanger (July 11, - November 18, ) was an American film producer active in filmmaking from the s to the turbulent
production of Cleopatra in Wanger developed a reputation as an intellectual and a socially conscious movie executive
who produced provocative message movies and glittering romantic melodramas.

Walter Wanger Save Walter Wanger July 11, â€” November 18, was an American film producer active in
filmmaking from the s to the turbulent production of Cleopatra , his last film, in He began at Paramount
Pictures in the s and eventually worked at virtually every major studio as either a contract producer or an
independent. He also served as president of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences from to October
and from December to Strongly influenced by European films, Wanger developed a reputation as an
intellectual and a socially conscious movie executive who produced provocative message movies and
glittering romantic melodramas. He achieved notoriety when, in , he shot and wounded the agent of his
then-wife, Joan Bennett , because he suspected they were having an affair. He was convicted for the crime and
served a four-month sentence, then returned to making movies. He was the son of Stella Stettheimer and
Sigmund Feuchtwanger, who were from German Jewish families that had emigrated to the United States in the
nineteenth century. In order to assimilate into American society, his mother altered the family name simply to
Wanger in Wanger attended Dartmouth College in New Hampshire , where he developed an interest in
amateur theatre. After leaving Dartmouth, Wanger became a professional theatrical producer in New York
City where he worked with figures such as the influential British manager Harley Granville-Barker and the
Russian actress Alla Nazimova. It was during this period that Wanger first came into contact with filmmaking.
In April Wanger was transferred to the Committee on Public Information , and joined an effort to combat
anti-war or pro-German sentiment in Allied Italy. This was partly accomplished through a series of short
propaganda films screened in Italian cinemas promoting democracy and Allied war aims. Wanger married
silent film actress Justine Johnstone in He initially returned to theatre production, before a chance meeting
with Jesse Lasky drew him into the world of commercial filmmaking. In it was turned into an extremely
successful film starring Rudolph Valentino. The film helped establish the popularity of the Orientalist genre,
which Wanger returned to a number of times during his career. He travelled to Britain where he worked as a
prominent cinema and theatre manager until While on a visit to London, Jesse Lasky offered to appoint him
as "general manager of production" on improved terms and Wanger accepted. A rivalry developed between
Wanger-influenced Astoria productions and those of B. Schulberg who ran the Paramount productions in
Hollywood. Wanger opposed this move and felt he was being squeezed out of the company. Along with other
big companies, Paramount initially resisted adopting sound films and continued to exclusively make silent
films. Wanger convinced his colleagues of the importance of sound, and personally oversaw the conversion of
a silent baseball film Warming Up to sound. After being closed for a year, the Astoria Studios were re-opened
in to make sound films, taking advantage of their close proximity to Broadway where many actors were
recruited to appear in early Talkies. As the effects of the Great Depression hit the film industry in the early s,
the Astoria Studios increasingly struggled to produce box office hits, and in December it was closed down
again. Wanger had been informed that his contract would not be renewed, and he had already left the
company. Unable to secure financing for films, he joined Columbia Pictures in December In general his
efforts were overshadowed by the more successful films made by Frank Capra for Columbia. He refused
another honorary Oscar in for Joan of Arc , out of anger over the fact that the film, which he felt was one of
his best, had not been nominated for Best Picture. Hayward won her only Oscar for her role in the film. In ,
Wanger was nominated for an Academy Award for his production of Cleopatra. Bettrani, "for your friendship
and cooperation with the Italian government in all phases of the motion picture industry. They divorced in and
in he married Joan Bennett to whom he remained married until their divorce in Wanger died of a heart attack,
aged 74, in New York City. On the afternoon of December 13, , they had a meeting to talk over an upcoming
television show. Meanwhile, her husband Walter Wanger drove by at about 2: Half an hour later, he again saw
her car there and stopped to wait. Bennett and Lang drove into the parking lot a few hours later and he walked
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her to her convertible. As she started the engine, turned on the headlights and prepared to drive away, Lang
leaned on the car, with both hands raised to his shoulders, and talked to her. In a fit of jealousy, Wanger
walked up and twice shot and wounded the unsuspecting agent. One bullet hit Jennings in the right thigh, near
the hip, and the other penetrated his groin. Bennett said she did not see Wanger at first. She said she suddenly
saw two livid flashes, then Lang slumped to the ground. As soon as she recognized who had fired the shots,
she told Wanger, "Get away and leave us alone. He was then taken to a hospital, where he recovered. Wanger
was booked and fingerprinted, and underwent lengthy questioning. He was booked on suspicion of assault
with intent to commit murder. Bennett denied a romance, however. Lang and myself are romantic or anything
but strictly business, he is wrong", she declared. She blamed the trouble on financial setbacks involving film
productions Wanger was involved with, and said he was on the verge of a nervous breakdown. The following
day Wanger, out on bond, returned to their Holmby Hills home, collected his belongings and moved out.
Bennett, however, said there would not be a divorce. The following is extracted from the book On Sunset
Boulevard , p. In , producer Walter Wanger discovered that his wife, Joan Bennett, was having an affair with
the agent Jennings Lang. Their encounters were brief and frequent. When Wanger found proof of the affair, he
did what any crazed cuckold would do: On December 14, Bennett issued a statement in which she said she
hoped her husband "will not be blamed too much" for wounding her agent. She read the prepared statement in
the bedroom of her home to a group of newspapermen while TV cameras recorded the scene. He then decided
to waive his rights to a jury and threw himself on the mercy of the court. Wanger served a four-month
sentence in the County Honor Farm at Castaic, 39 miles north of Downtown Los Angeles, quickly returning to
his career to make a series of successful films. The experience affected him profoundly, and in he made the
prison film Riot in Cell Block
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4: Walter Wanger | Revolvy
Walter Wanger () was an OscarÂ® nominated film producer. Wanger developed a reputation as an intellectual and a
socially conscious movie executive who produced provocative message movies and glittering romantic melodramas.

Home of Peace Cemetery, Colma Person Walter Wanger July 11, â€” November 18, was an American film
producer active in filmmaking from the s to the turbulent production of Cleopatra in Wanger developed a
reputation as an intellectual and a socially conscious movie executive who produced provocative message
movies and glittering romantic melodramas. Wanger was strongly influenced by European films, and made
many productions geared towards international markets. His career began at Paramount Pictures in the s and
led him to work at virtually every major studio as either a contract producer or an independent. Wanger served
as president of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences from to October and from December to He
was the son of Stella Stettheimer and Sigmund Feuchtwanger, who were from German Jewish families that
had emigrated to the United States in the nineteenth century. Wanger was from a non-observant Jewish family,
and in later life attended Episcopalian services with his wife. In order to assimilate into American society, his
mother altered the family name simply to Wanger in The Wangers were well-connected and upper middle
class, something which later differentiated Wanger from the other Jewish film moguls who came from more
ordinary backgrounds. Wanger attended Dartmouth College in New Hampshire, where he developed an
interest in Amateur theatre. After leaving Dartmouth, Wanger became a professional theatrical producer in
New York City where he worked with figures such as the influential British manager Harley Granville-Barker
and the Russian actress Alla Nazimova. Following the American entry into World War I in , Wanger served
with the United States Army in Italy initially in the Signal Corps where he worked as a pilot on
reconnaissance missions, and later in propaganda operations directed at the Italian public. It was during this
period that Wanger first came into contact with filmmaking. In April Wanger was transferred to the
Committee on Public Information, and joined an effort to combat anti-war or pro-German sentiment in Allied
Italy. This was partly accomplished through a series of short propaganda films screened in Italian cinemas
promoting democracy and Allied war aims. After the Allied victory, Wanger returned to the United States in
and was discharged from the army. Wanger married silent film actress Justine Johnstone in He initially
returned to theatre production, before a chance meeting with Jesse Lasky drew him into the world of
commercial filmmaking. In it was turned into an extremely successful film starring Rudolph Valentino. The
film helped establish the popularity of the Orientalist genre, which Wanger returned to a number of times
during his career. By , Wanger was unhappy with the terms he was receiving and left his job with Paramount.
He travelled to Britain where he worked as a prominent cinema and theatre manager until While on a visit to
London, Jesse Lasky offered to appoint him as "general manager of production" on improved terms and
Wanger accepted. He was tasked with overseeing the work of the studio heads, which meant he had little
involvement with the production of individual films. A rivalry developed between Wanger-influenced East
Coast productions and those of B. Wanger opposed this move and felt he was being squeezed out of the
company. Along with other big companies, Paramount initially resisted adopting sound films and continued to
exclusively make silent films. Wanger convinced his colleagues of the importance of sound, and personally
oversaw the conversion of a silent baseball film Warming Up to sound. After being closed for a year the
Astoria Studios were re-opened to make sound films, taking advantage of their close proximity to Broadway
where many actors were recruited to appear in early Talkies. As the effects of the Great Depression hit the
film industry in the early s, the Astoria Studios increasingly struggled to produce box office hits, and in
December it was closed down again. Wanger had been informed that his contract would not be renewed, and
he had already left the company. Columbia After leaving Paramount, Wanger tried to unsuccessfully set
himself up as an independent. Unable to secure financing for films, he joined Columbia Studios in December
Wanger was to take on a greater personal role in individual films than he had previously, although he always
attempted to give directors and screenwriters creative freedom. In general his efforts were overshadowed by
the more successful films made by Frank Capra for Columbia. He refused another honorary Oscar in for Joan
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of Arc, out of anger over the fact that the film, which he felt was one of his best, had not been nominated for
Best Picture. His production of I Want to Live! Hayward won her only Oscar for her role in the film. Bettrani,
"for your friendship and cooperation with the Italian government in all phases of the motion picture industry.
They divorced in and in he married Joan Bennett to whom he remained married until their divorce in In ,
Wanger shot and wounded Lang after accusing him of having an affair with Bennett. The experience
profoundly affected him, and in he made the prison film Riot in Cell Block Walter Wanger died of a heart
attack, aged 74, in New York City. They met on the afternoon of December 13, , to talk over an upcoming TV
show. Meanwhile, her husband Walter Wanger drove by at about 2: Half an hour later, he again saw her car
there and stopped to wait. Bennett and Lang drove into the parking lot a few hours later and he walked her to
her convertible. As she started the engine, turned on the headlights and prepared to drive away, Lang leaned
on the car, with both hands raised to his shoulders, and talked to her. In a fit of jealousy, Wanger walked up
and twice shot and wounded the unsuspecting agent. One bullet hit Jennings in the right thigh, near the hip,
and the other penetrated his groin. Bennett said she did not see Wanger at first. She said she suddenly saw two
livid flashes, then Lang slumped to the ground. As soon as she recognized who had fired the shots, she told
Wanger, "Get away and leave us alone. He was then taken to a hospital, where he recovered. Wanger was
booked and fingerprinted, and underwent lengthy questioning. He was booked on suspicion of assault with
intent to commit murder. Bennett denied a romance, however. Lang and myself are romantic or anything but
strictly business, he is wrong," she declared. She blamed the trouble on financial setbacks involving film
productions Wanger was involved with, and said he was on the verge of a nervous breakdown. The following
day Wanger, out on bond, returned to their Holmby Hills home, collected his belongings and moved. Bennett,
however, said there would not be a divorce. The following is extracted from the book On Sunset Boulevard ,
p. In , producer Walter Wanger discovered that his wife, Joan Bennett, was having an affair with the agent
Jennings Lang. Their encounters were brief and frequent. When Wanger found proof of the affair, he did what
any crazed cuckold would do: On December 14, Bennett issued a statement in which she said she hoped her
husband "will not be blamed too much" for wounding her agent. She read the prepared statement in the
bedroom of her home to a group of newspapermen while TV cameras recorded the scene. He then decided to
waive his rights to a jury and threw himself on the mercy of the court. Wanger served a four-month sentence
in the County Honor Farm at Castaic, 39 miles north of Downtown Los Angeles, quickly returning to his
career to make a series of successful films.
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A graduate of Dartmouth College, New Hampshire, Walter Wanger was among the more literate and socially conscious
American film producers of his time.

Additional Information In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: Though all Hollywood
producers leaped at the sudden opportunity to prove the value of movies in wartime, Wanger alone acted with
the confidence of an alumnus of theCommittee on Public Information. Now was the time for Wanger and
Hollywood to prove their great potential to elevate, motivate, and entertain their audience. An appreciative
studio management allowed him to produce a program of heavy-handed combat movies and his beloved
orientalist, romantic adventures. Although rejected by the army as overage, the forty-seven-year-oldWanger
directed his energies into a dazzling array of causes and programs, of which filmmaking was just one. Most
striking was his dedication to Jewish concerns. He arranged and financed the escape of numerous Stettheimer
and WangeratWar Feuchtwanger relatives from Nazi Europe. In spite of his assimilated lifestyle and his
disdain for the Polish and Russian Jews who led the industry, Wanger matched the contributions of Mayer,
Goldwyn, and Selznick to the United Jewish Welfare Fund, whose fundraising campaigns he cochaired with
Warner. In , he raised funds for the establishment of a Jewish state. Wanger was equally active in domestic
causes. Within the film industry, he served on committees for the Motion Picture Relief Fund which provided
monies for needy ex-industry workers. He served as a consultant to the California State Board of Health. At
the request of the surgeon general, he produced a short film featuring newcomer Robert Mitchum on venereal
disease, To the People of the United States also known as The Silent Enemy. In alone, Wanger was appointed
president of the Dartmouth Alumni Association, served on the United Nations Committee of Southern
California, headed a Red Cross drive sponsored by the Academy, and was named a trustee of the Georgia
Warm Springs Foundation an organization sponsored by Roosevelt and dedicated to research on infantile
paralysis. Wanger simultaneously promoted homefront and hemispheric unity. After the release of Sundown,
he in mid cosponsored with Dairy1 Zanuck and presidential candidate Wendell L. Wallace praised Wanger for
being "very genuine in his ideas about racial tolerance and deeply concerned about the racial friction which
exists in many cities. This organization, led by Nelson Rockefeller, was formed in the fall of to counteract
Fascist influence in South and Central America. To newspaper and magazine editors and radio producers
Wanger offered innumerable suggestions on how to bolster homefront morale. Jackson that magazine ads be
ribboned with quotations from past American leaders, to offer "an encouragement to all readers that the
founders of this country were faced You are not currently authenticated. View freely available titles:
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6: Invasion of the Body Snatchers | Open Library
Wanger's wartime work was a continuation of his efforts in the late s to produce movies of international scope, yet now
Wanger did his part within the framework of studio unit rather than semi-independent production.

At the peak of his career, his salary was exceeded only by that of Louis B. Wanger had served in the air force
on the Italian front during World War I. Having already staged theatricals at college and briefly directed on
Broadway, he began in the film industry at Paramount as assistant to studio vice president Jesse L. He worked
his way up to a senior executive position, with the power to hire and fire writers, directors and stars. A
disagreement with Lasky brought about his departure, but he was re-hired after having success in England as a
theatrical producer and agent. Shortly after, he was made chief of production, holding that position until After
leaving the company due to personality clashes with new senior management, he had brief spells with
Columbia and MGM, producing several big hits, such as The Bitter Tea of General Yen and Queen Christina
Mayer and decided to turn independent, releasing his films through Paramount and United Artists. This rather
forced United Artists to keep a closer reign on his future expenditure. Between and , Wanger succeeded both
in strengthening his own production company and in establishing a distribution network in conjunction with
the independent owners of Film Classics , the Wanger-Nassour Releasing Organisation. Inevitably, the
financial vagaries of independent production were beginning to take their toll. Already hamstrung by the
financial woes of one of his subsidiaries, Diana Productions formed in partnership with his wife Joan Bennett ,
screenwriter Dudley Nichols and director Fritz Lang ,Wanger badly overextended himself in his financing of
the minute studio-bound Technicolor epic Joan of Arc , starring Ingrid Bergman. The venture effectively
bankrupted another of his production companies Sierra Pictures , set up with Bergman exclusively for the
making of the expensive fiasco. It landed him in jail for four months for attempted murder. After his release
from jail, he produced a socially conscious prison film, Riot in Cell Block 11 , on a relatively modest budget.
He followed this with one of the most iconic science fiction films ever made, the marvellous Invasion of the
Body Snatchers , directed by Don Siegel. In spite of its highs and lows, the career of Walter Wanger had been
nothing but amazing. During his early days at Paramount then Famous Players Lasky , he had bought the
rights to The Sheik , which made a star out of Rudolph Valentino. At the time of his second spell with the
studio, he introduced headliners like Claudette Colbert , Hedy Lamarr , and The Marx Brothers to the screen.
As a man of strong intellectual inclinations, he recognised the value of good writing. Indeed, many of his films
combine a socio-political message with good entertainment. In later years, Wanger openly criticised the
established Hollywood hierarchy for being over-reliant on star power. Nonetheless, Wanger was twice elected
president of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences and, at the height of his influence, was able to
successfully lobby the Academy to introduce Best Foreign Film and Best Documentary as Oscar categories.
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Walter Wanger's attorney, Jerry Giesler, mounted a "temporary insanity" defense. Wanger was found guilty and was
sentenced to a four-month sentence in the County Honor Farm at Castaic. Wanger was found guilty and was sentenced
to a four-month sentence in the County Honor Farm at Castaic.

He was the son of Stella Stettheimer and Sigmund Feuchtwanger, who were from German Jewish families that
had emigrated to the United States in the nineteenth century. In order to assimilate into American society, his
mother altered the family name simply to Wanger in Wanger attended Dartmouth College in New Hampshire
, where he developed an interest in Amateur theatre. After leaving Dartmouth, Wanger became a professional
theatrical producer in New York City where he worked with figures such as the influential British manager
Harley Granville-Barker and the Russian actress Alla Nazimova. It was during this period that Wanger first
came into contact with filmmaking. In April Wanger was transferred to the Committee on Public Information ,
and joined an effort to combat anti-war or pro-German sentiment in Allied Italy. This was partly accomplished
through a series of short propaganda films screened in Italian cinemas promoting democracy and Allied war
aims. After the Allied victory, Wanger returned to the United States in and was discharged from the army.
Wanger married silent film actress Justine Johnstone in He initially returned to theatre production, before a
chance meeting with Jesse Lasky drew him into the world of commercial filmmaking. In it was turned into an
extremely successful film starring Rudolph Valentino. The film helped establish the popularity of the
Orientalist genre, which Wanger returned to a number of times during his career. He travelled to Britain where
he worked as a prominent cinema and theatre manager until While on a visit to London, Jesse Lasky offered
to appoint him as "general manager of production" on improved terms and Wanger accepted. A rivalry
developed between Wanger-influenced East Coast productions and those of B. Wanger opposed this move and
felt he was being squeezed out of the company. Along with other big companies, Paramount initially resisted
adopting sound films and continued to exclusively make silent films. Wanger convinced his colleagues of the
importance of sound, and personally oversaw the conversion of a silent baseball film Warming Up to sound.
After being closed for a year the Astoria Studios were re-opened to make sound films, taking advantage of
their close proximity to Broadway where many actors were recruited to appear in early Talkies. As the effects
of the Great Depression hit the film industry in the early s, the Astoria Studios increasingly struggled to
produce box office hits, and in December it was closed down again. Wanger had been informed that his
contract would not be renewed, and he had already left the company. Unable to secure financing for films, he
joined Columbia Studios in December In general his efforts were overshadowed by the more successful films
made by Frank Capra for Columbia. He refused another honorary Oscar in for Joan of Arc , out of anger over
the fact that the film, which he felt was one of his best, had not been nominated for Best Picture. His
production of I Want to Live! Hayward won her only Oscar for her role in the film. Bettrani, "for your
friendship and cooperation with the Italian government in all phases of the motion picture industry. They
divorced in and in he married Joan Bennett to whom he remained married until their divorce in In , Wanger
shot and wounded Lang after accusing him of having an affair with Bennett. The experience profoundly
affected him, and in he made the prison film Riot in Cell Block Walter Wanger died of a heart attack, aged
74, in New York City. They met on the afternoon of December 13, , to talk over an upcoming TV show.
Meanwhile, her husband Walter Wanger drove by at about 2: Half an hour later, he again saw her car there
and stopped to wait. Bennett and Lang drove into the parking lot a few hours later and he walked her to her
convertible. As she started the engine, turned on the headlights and prepared to drive away, Lang leaned on the
car, with both hands raised to his shoulders, and talked to her. In a fit of jealousy, Wanger walked up and
twice shot and wounded the unsuspecting agent. One bullet hit Jennings in the right thigh, near the hip, and the
other penetrated his groin. Bennett said she did not see Wanger at first. She said she suddenly saw two livid
flashes, then Lang slumped to the ground. As soon as she recognized who had fired the shots, she told
Wanger, "Get away and leave us alone. He was then taken to a hospital, where he recovered. Wanger was
booked and fingerprinted, and underwent lengthy questioning. He was booked on suspicion of assault with
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intent to commit murder. Bennett denied a romance, however. Lang and myself are romantic or anything but
strictly business, he is wrong," she declared. She blamed the trouble on financial setbacks involving film
productions Wanger was involved with, and said he was on the verge of a nervous breakdown. The following
day Wanger, out on bond, returned to their Holmby Hills home, collected his belongings and moved. Bennett,
however, said there would not be a divorce. The following is extracted from the book On Sunset Boulevard ,
p. In , producer Walter Wanger discovered that his wife, Joan Bennett, was having an affair with the agent
Jennings Lang. Their encounters were brief and frequent. When Wanger found proof of the affair, he did what
any crazed cuckold would do: On December 14, Bennett issued a statement in which she said she hoped her
husband "will not be blamed too much" for wounding her agent. She read the prepared statement in the
bedroom of her home to a group of newspapermen while TV cameras recorded the scene. He then decided to
waive his rights to a jury and threw himself on the mercy of the court. Wanger served a four-month sentence
in the County Honor Farm at Castaic, 39 miles north of Downtown Los Angeles, quickly returning to his
career to make a series of successful films.
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8: Walter Wanger - Infogalactic: the planetary knowledge core
Doherty, Thomas, "Walter Wanger: Hollywood Independent," in Film Quarterly (Berkeley), Summer Leaving aside the
headline-grabbing incidents that blighted the last decade of his career, Walter Wanger stands as the epitome of the
inspirational Hollywood producer, committed to artistry as much as profit, provocation as much as pleasure.

Early life[ edit ] Wanger was born Walter Feuchtwanger in San Francisco, and pronounced "Wanger" to
rhyme with "danger". He was the son of Stella Stettheimer and Sigmund Feuchtwanger, who were from
German Jewish families that had emigrated to the United States in the nineteenth century. In order to
assimilate into American society, his mother altered the family name simply to Wanger in Wanger attended
Dartmouth College in New Hampshire , where he developed an interest in amateur theatre. After leaving
Dartmouth, Wanger became a professional theatrical producer in New York City where he worked with
figures such as the influential British manager Harley Granville-Barker and the Russian actress Alla
Nazimova. It was during this period that Wanger first came into contact with filmmaking. In April Wanger
was transferred to the Committee on Public Information , and joined an effort to combat anti-war or
pro-German sentiment in Allied Italy. This was partly accomplished through a series of short propaganda
films screened in Italian cinemas promoting democracy and Allied war aims. Wanger married silent film
actress Justine Johnstone in He initially returned to theatre production, before a chance meeting with Jesse
Lasky drew him into the world of commercial filmmaking. Please help improve this article by adding citations
to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. In it was turned into an extremely
successful film starring Rudolph Valentino. The film helped establish the popularity of the Orientalist genre,
which Wanger returned to a number of times during his career. He travelled to Britain where he worked as a
prominent cinema and theatre manager until While on a visit to London, Jesse Lasky offered to appoint him
as "general manager of production" on improved terms and Wanger accepted. A rivalry developed between
Wanger-influenced Astoria productions and those of B. Schulberg who ran the Paramount productions in
Hollywood. Wanger opposed this move and felt he was being squeezed out of the company. Along with other
big companies, Paramount initially resisted adopting sound films and continued to exclusively make silent
films. Wanger convinced his colleagues of the importance of sound, and personally oversaw the conversion of
a silent baseball film Warming Up to sound. After being closed for a year, the Astoria Studios were re-opened
in to make sound films, taking advantage of their close proximity to Broadway where many actors were
recruited to appear in early Talkies. As the effects of the Great Depression hit the film industry in the early s,
the Astoria Studios increasingly struggled to produce box office hits, and in December it was closed down
again. Wanger had been informed that his contract would not be renewed, and he had already left the
company. Unable to secure financing for films, he joined Columbia Pictures in December In general his
efforts were overshadowed by the more successful films made by Frank Capra for Columbia. This section
does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. He refused
another honorary Oscar in for Joan of Arc , out of anger over the fact that the film, which he felt was one of
his best, had not been nominated for Best Picture. Hayward won her only Oscar for her role in the film. In ,
Wanger was nominated for an Academy Award for his production of Cleopatra. Bettrani, "for your friendship
and cooperation with the Italian government in all phases of the motion picture industry. July Learn how and
when to remove this template message Wanger married silent film actress Justine Johnstone in They divorced
in and in he married Joan Bennett to whom he remained married until their divorce in Wanger died of a heart
attack, aged 74, in New York City. Relevant discussion may be found on the talk page. Please help improve
this article by introducing citations to additional sources. July Starting in , and continuing for 12 years,
Bennett was represented by agent Jennings Lang. On the afternoon of December 13, , they had a meeting to
talk over an upcoming television show. Meanwhile, her husband Walter Wanger drove by at about 2: Half an
hour later, he again saw her car there and stopped to wait. Bennett and Lang drove into the parking lot a few
hours later and he walked her to her convertible. As she started the engine, turned on the headlights and
prepared to drive away, Lang leaned on the car, with both hands raised to his shoulders, and talked to her. In a
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fit of jealousy, Wanger walked up and twice shot and wounded the unsuspecting agent. One bullet hit Jennings
in the right thigh, near the hip, and the other penetrated his groin. Bennett said she did not see Wanger at first.
She said she suddenly saw two livid flashes, then Lang slumped to the ground. As soon as she recognized who
had fired the shots, she told Wanger, "Get away and leave us alone. He was then taken to a hospital, where he
recovered. Wanger was booked and fingerprinted, and underwent lengthy questioning. He was booked on
suspicion of assault with intent to commit murder. Bennett denied a romance, however. Lang and myself are
romantic or anything but strictly business, he is wrong", she declared. She blamed the trouble on financial
setbacks involving film productions Wanger was involved with, and said he was on the verge of a nervous
breakdown. The following day Wanger, out on bond, returned to their Holmby Hills home, collected his
belongings and moved out. Bennett, however, said there would not be a divorce. The following is extracted
from the book On Sunset Boulevard , p. In , producer Walter Wanger discovered that his wife, Joan Bennett,
was having an affair with the agent Jennings Lang. Their encounters were brief and frequent. When Wanger
found proof of the affair, he did what any crazed cuckold would do: On December 14, Bennett issued a
statement in which she said she hoped her husband "will not be blamed too much" for wounding her agent.
She read the prepared statement in the bedroom of her home to a group of newspapermen while TV cameras
recorded the scene. He then decided to waive his rights to a jury and threw himself on the mercy of the court.
Wanger served a four-month sentence in the County Honor Farm at Castaic, 39 miles north of Downtown Los
Angeles, quickly returning to his career to make a series of successful films. The experience affected him
profoundly, and in he made the prison film Riot in Cell Block
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9: Project MUSE - Walter Wanger, Hollywood Independent
Walter Wanger (July 11, - November 18, ) was an American film producer active in filmmaking from the s to the turbulent
production of Cleopatra in Wanger developed a reputation as an intellectual and a socially conscious movie executive
who produced provocative message movies and glittering romantic melo.

Tap here to turn on desktop notifications to get the news sent straight to you. They all looked very lovely.
Especially brand new daddy, Mr. Tatum, who knows how to fill out a designer suit. It was a labor of love that
was sabotaged at every pit-stop -- finances, Hollywood egotism, the star almost dying, the star embroiled in
the greatest show biz scandal of all time. To read this little soft cover book from Vintage of Random House
again, about the run-up to one of the most famous and infamous films ever made, was to be absorbed and
delighted all over again by Mr. Neatly forgetting that four million dollars had been spent on the film before
Elizabeth set foot on the soundstage. Skouras had wanted either Joanne Woodward can you imagine? I
finished this in just two days of absolutely ravishing reading. I had forgotten so much of this story, which has
been told so often and seldom does anyone get anything right about the phenomenon that became "Cleopatra"
the movie. By the way, it did not "bomb. The public flocked to it. But it could never re-coup its astronomic
final cost, in theaters. Years later, "Cleo" inched into the black after its sale to TV. This serious, elegantly
written book is not to be confused with "The Cleopatra Papers" by Jack Brodsky and Nathan Weiss who were
the major on-set press reps. Burton took her to his dressing room and apparently told her it was all over
between them. Imagine, a guy turning her down! Channing is the man who saves the day. But what the hell.
Interestingly, the NYC audience was in a super-patriotic mood. Every sweeping shot of the capital, especially
as the good guys were winning, brought vociferous cheers. Best line and biggest laugh came from Foxx, who
ordered his Secret Service to "get this trash off my lawn! Sponsored also by Bulova there was a party after at
the The Frick Collection. We hope she will find herself living here in New York again very soon!
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